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About This Game

Dialing

Dialing is match-3 reinvented with a hint of never-ending difficult. The numbers are always increasing and so is the
challenge.

Within a limited number of laps around a circle shoot a tile number at the board to connect then. When three or more and
together they merge and turn into one higher number, and that's where things get tough.

But everything comes with a reward. The harder the challenge more experience and levels you get. With levels comes more laps
and the chance to go further into the numbers. Hold lots of then tight and let the combos begin!
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FEATURES :

*Level Up System

*Unlimited Challenget

*Controller Support

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements

While the tile number is rotating around the main circle, hit Left-Ctrl to make it attach to a slot. When three or more equal
numbers are connected they will merge into a bigger number. With good strategic positing you can make combos and get a

better score.
Endless Mode has no lap counter and a different leaderboard.
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
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Awesome game for how basic the graphics are, once more content is released this will be like the ultimate black and white. Just
finished the game, playtime: 58 minutes.
Let's write a review...

PROS!
+Pixel game with cool graphics
+Palette Village which was quite small, but nice
+3 shops, where you could buy weapons, heal yourself, skills
+15 floors of dungeon with 2 bosses!
+Price
+made by 20-years-old guy, it's his first bigger game!
+Very nice soundtracks

CONS!
-Too short
-Only 3 weapons available
-After you finish the game you must start new game...
-Only one main skill
-No stats
-You only get damage bonus when you reach new level
-Boss fights too easy

FINAL REVIEW!
It is really nice game, I liked it. I would like if the author will keep the game updated and make the game playable after
finishing 15th floor. Also adding some other weapons and stats would be cool.

POINTS
7.5/10. This game sucks. The engine of that game is totally wrong. I have 95 players and i can't win against an 80players team.
Purchase and play FM15 , is much much much better.. ok zombie strategy game your job is to command a army of zombies
gear them up and kill the other professor. Do not buy it. It's bugged and you cannot finish it.. I'm really enjoying this game so
far. I hope that more people buy it so we can get more players! Only thing I might change would be to drop the price a bit, to
encourage more purchases and make it more available to get people in there!. Now all we need is a FULL war game on the
Pacific Island hopping...etc.
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Nostalgia e diversão em um pacote só é o que esse jogo entrega. Cheio de referências aos jogos da época, e também ao podcast
dos criadores do jogo. Para quem gosta de beat'em up vai encontrar um desafio à altura, fazendo valer a categoria de "no meu
tempo é que era bom" ao qual indiquei o jogo.. A good (6/10) game.. A really great little game to play whenever you want!. I
really wish I'd enjoyed this game more, being very fond of Haruki Murakami's writing. I also found the artwork striking and
fresh for an adventure game and the premise itself (you have lost your name) very amusing. However, weird voice acting (I
enjoyed the main character's slight lisp but I found her tone off with the game's atmosphere) and the "dreamlike" logic of the
puzzles got me wanting to just get it over with.
The hint system is somewhat elegant (and it gets the job done most of the time), but not the puzzles themselves. Sure, it's hard
already trying to make good puzzles in a straightfoward narrative game, try doing it in a surreal one, where logic itself is warped.
The game tries to acommodate this shortcoming by gating you out of areas and characters - sadly, most of the time by logically
randomic means. You might feel you should do something at a point via the "memoranda hints" - put you can't, unless you
somehow devise the unlogical trigger which you let you then access said areas or use said items.
Also: the main character's "i don't wanna do this" messages ("some people get lucky and make it, im not one of them"and
"Maybe I would have done it in the old days") drove me CRAZY. Basically, the most repeated phrases in the whole game are
the most random and badly written.
ALSO 2: someone may have mixed up surreal with "quirky" while coming up with a lot of this game's writing.
HOWEVER: I know I'm being extra picky - as I said, I had hopes for the game.
I'll sum it up: if you enjoy adventures, this one is different and worth a shot if only for the artwork and the weird and amusing
universe it creates. So, if nothing else, maybe consider it when it's on sale?. This game is always a classic. Its great for people
who want to solve challeging puzzles.. Behold the art of simplicity.
You can (and should) finish it in a single run.. I really wanted to give this game a positive review, but I just can't. It's a fun game
for a while, but it gets stale too quickly to justify it's price tag. I recommend only buying this game on sale.. pretty cute!. Not
great. More cutesy than deep.

If it's on sale and you like these games, get it. Otherwise, wait.. This is a rpg, bullet hell game. (This game only has the number 2
in the store, but not the library or in the game)
You are Princess Remedy and you have arrived in the Classroom after being called back from your vacation. Wash-Olof tells
you about the boss that has arrived in the boss tower and you need to heal people on your way.
This game has some great music, great humor, alot of different endings, different character personalities and a easy bullet hell
fighting system.
You need to collect hearts to get to boss battles that stops you from progressing, defeat them and get on with it. There are
shortcuts and some hidden places. Durring travels you will also get upgrades that help you and a date system that gives you
spesial abilities. Your spesial attacks will be replenished after the fight.
The graphics look like they came out of an really old game, but it is colorfull.
If this sounds like something for you then checkout this hour long inexpensive game then this might fit for you, but you might
wanna check out the free (Princess Remedy: In a world of Hurt) before you start this game.
Have fun, enjoy and *praise* the apathetic frog :)
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